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APPROVED:  May 10, 2016 

CITY OF ALBANY 

BUDGET COMMITTEE MEETING 

City Hall Council Chambers 

333 Broadalbin Street SW 

Thursday, May 7, 2015 

 

Immediately following ARA Budget Committee Meeting 

 

MINUTES 

 

 

CALL TO ORDER 

 

Chair Sue Folden called the meeting to order at 6:46 p.m. 

 

ROLL CALL 

 

PRESENT:  Budget Committee Members Sue Folden, Colleen Keller, Jeff Christman, Dick Conolly, Scott Pierson, 

Michael Thomson, and Will Summers; Mayor Sharon Konopa; and Councilors Rich Kellum, Bill Coburn, 

Floyd Collins, Bessie Johnson, Ray Kopczynski, and Dick Olsen  

 

ABSENT: None. 

 

ELECTION OF OFFICERS 

 

a. Chair, Vice Chair, and Secretary 

 

MOTION: Councilor Rich Kellum moved to nominate Member Sue Folden to Chair; Member Jeff Christman to 

Vice Chair; and Member Colleen Keller to Secretary. Councilor Floyd Collins seconded the motion and it     

passed 14-0. 

 

PUBLIC HEARING – STATE REVENUES 

 

Folden announced a public hearing to receive public comments on the City’s uses of State Shared Revenues as part of the 

proposed Budget for Fiscal Year 2015-2016. 

 

Open: Folden opened the public hearing at 6:50 p.m.  

 

Folden asked if anyone in the audience would like to comment. There were none. 

 

Close: Folden closed the public hearing at 6:50 p.m. 

 

PUBLIC COMMENT 

 

a. Budget Comments received (by e-mail, website, or mail) 

 

 Staff reported that no comments had been received.  

 

b. Audience Comments 

 

 There were none. 

 

ADOPTION OF MINUTES 

 

a. May 6, 2014, Budget Committee Meeting minutes 

b. May 13, 2014, Budget Committee Meeting minutes 

c. May 22, 2014, Budget Committee Meeting minutes 
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d. May 29, 2014, Budget Committee Meeting minutes 

e. November 20, 2014, Budget Committee Work Session minutes 

f. January 29, 2015, Budget Committee Work Session minutes 

g. April 2, 2015, Capital Improvement Program (CIP) Joint Meeting minutes 

 

MOTION: Kellum moved to adopt the minutes as presented.  Councilor Bessie Johnson seconded the motion and it passed 

14-0. 

 

BUDGET MESSAGE 

 

City Manager Wes Hare noted the outdated audio system and apologized for the feedback and disruption it is causing 

during the meeting.  

 

Hare said the 2015-2016 Budget is a maintenance-of-service budget.  There are no radical new initiatives, or big increases 

or decreases in service levels. There are some policy changes to consider.  First, the budget is based on a proposed 2% 

increase in the City’s franchise fee to our electric utility.  Albany’s fees are currently 5%.  Other cities in the area vary.  

Generally, around the state, fees are from 5-7%.  More and more cities have gone to 7%, and so we are proposing to do 

that in this year’s budget.  We are proposing to do it because we think it’s essential in order to maintain existing service 

levels.  If we don’t do it, we would have to look at some other means of raising revenue, or we would have to look at some 

fairly dramatic cuts in services.  We believe that the increased amount partially offsets the amount of revenue that we are 

losing from compression, primarily in our public safety levy.  We think the 2% will yield $800,000-900,000 annually in 

increased revenue, as opposed to the approximately $1.5-1.6 million we are losing to compression in the public safety 

levy.  So, that clearly is an important distinction and is a new subject to consider this year, and probably deserves some 

discussion.  

 

Hare said the second major change is a proposal that relates to Transient Lodging Tax (TLT) revenue, that by Council 

policy had previously been designated for “new programs” (such as Main Street Program, Trolley, and NW Art & Air 

Festival).  A number of programs were due to receive very large portions under the TLT policy.  In some cases, the 

revenue going to those programs makes some sense because it is in concert with our Strategic Plan and with our fiscal 

needs.  But there are other places where we are proposing to send fairly large sums of money to programs that don’t really 

need it.  They didn’t have it in the past, and they really don’t have a plan to use it.  This comes at the same time that we are 

having a difficult time maintaining our equipment reserve funds for Police and Fire.  Hare said, I am proposing that we 

take some measure of that excess and apply it to areas where it is really needed.  Also, the budget was constructed 

according to the last policy direction we had, so there are some other things that are not included in the Economic 

Development section, such as a position that was actually approved in last year’s budget to add an assistant position for 

Economic Development.  We felt that the timing was wrong last year and that there were greater needs, so we had opted 

not to fill that position last year.  We also opted not to include it in the budget this year. 

 

Hare said the Budget does not include a permanent allotment to Linn County.  This year the City Council voted to direct 

resources to Linn County to help them promote the Expo Center.  It is not included in the budget, but there is certainly 

capacity to include a line item if the Budget Committee so desires.  Hare said he suspects the Budget Committee will have 

a robust discussion about TLT, in part because there has been a dramatic increase in revenue.  He said, the last two years 

have been all-time highs for TLT revenues.  But in the overall budget, the TLT revenue is not a huge amount of money. 

 

Hare said the third major change is to hire basic life-support personnel in the Fire Department to meet the growing demand 

on services, particularly ambulance calls.  These employees would have less training than paramedics and would be 

comparable to the Community Service Officers in the Police Department.  The basic life-support personnel would be paid 

less and would take on more routine services, which would free paramedics for emergencies requiring their skills. 

 

Councilor Ray Kopczynski asked if Hare will be addressing the effects of the new PERS ruling.  Hare said it’s hard to 

know how the ruling will affect the City of Albany.  He estimated that the likely impact will be somewhere around 
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$200,000.  He emphasized that this figure is a guess.  The change will affect the 2017 budget.  Hare thinks the City can 

absorb it. 

 

Councilor Bill Coburn asked if they considered an increase for the City’s other franchises.  Hare said they did not, because 

for the most part the others are capped.  There are limits to what can be charged.  Hare said that the electric utility made 

the proposal to the City and he presented it to the Budget Committee at a Work Session.  The electric utility noticed that a 

number of other communities had already gone to 7% and they would be willing to accept that and propose it to their 

customers.  Obviously to the franchisee, it is just a matter of passing it along.  But, it is one we can do.  We could also look 

at increasing the garbage utility because it is below the limit, but it is a fairly modest amount of money, and again, it just 

gets passed along to consumers, (so we chose not to.)   

 

Coburn asked the difference between a franchise fee and a privilege tax.  Hare said they are essentially the same thing.  

Both are paid for the utility’s use of the public right-of-way (ROW).  Cities acquire and maintain ROW at fairly 

significant expense to their residents and historically, we have been granted the right to charge users of the ROW for that 

privilege.  Sometimes it is referred to as a privilege tax.  One of the distinctions is that the privilege tax does not require a 

franchise fee agreement or a franchise agreement, whereas a franchise fee is usually something that is included within a 

franchise agreement.  Coburn asked, so that tax, whether it is privilege or franchise, is capped, as an example, on gas and 

cable?  Hare said yes; there is only so much we are allowed to levy under state law. 

 

As to the new Fire personnel, Johnson asked if the City would be lowering the standard by hiring them for basic            

life-support.  She asked, are we contracting out, or are we hiring?  Hare said they would be hired.  He does not consider it 

to be lowering the bar, because those personnel will have different duties.  Discussion followed. 

  

Member Will Summers asked Hare to explain the volatility of franchise fees and privilege taxes.  Summers said, it seems 

to fluctuate and I am not sure I understand why.  Hare said the weather has a fair amount to do with it.  Natural gas and 

electricity use are both very dependent on what the weather is like.  If we have a really cold winter, we get more money 

because the tax or the fee is based on the revenues that the utility receives.  Another factor that has led to some decline in 

fees is the decreasing reliance or decreasing use of landline telephones, which used to be one of our largest sources of 

franchise fee revenue.  But as fewer and fewer people keep their landlines, we get less revenue, and there is nothing 

comparable for cellular communication.  Hare said, you may recall that a few years ago the City of Corvallis passed a cell 

phone tax that was voted out through a referendum process.  So, it is not something he felt was worthwhile to suggest as a 

revenue source.  

 

Johnson asked if cities or the legislature have tried to find other types of services and fees.  Hare said, I believe the City of 

Eugene has a cell phone tax.  I am not aware of other cities; for example, I don’t know what Portland does.  The argument 

breaks down a little bit with cell phones, because they really aren’t dependent on ROW.  There are no wires or cables 

running through the ROW, so at that point it simply becomes a tax.  Hare said, I think you would probably find, even in 

communities that typically support local governments and their attempt to raise revenue and provide services – like 

Corvallis – that that would be an unpopular way to do it.   

 

BUDGET REVIEW BY DEPARTMENT 

  

       Public Works/Community Development 

  

There was a handout titled “2015-2016 Budget Summary Information” on the dais (see agenda file).   

  

There was a handout titled “Public Works Budget Overview” on the dais (see agenda file). 

  

Assistant Public Works Director/City Engineer Jeff Blaine and Assistant Public Works Director/Operations 

Manager Chris Bailey presented Public Works (PW) and Community Development’s (CD) budgets. Bailey said 

there are no significant organization changes in PW this year, so no significant changes in the proposed budget.  

She thanked PW staff who helped put together the budget.  
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Blaine pointed out the two proposed personnel changes: adding one Full Time Equivalent (FTE) in construction 

inspection, and upgrading an Engineering Technician III position to Engineering Technician IV.  

  

Blaine said the proposed budget is based on assumed increases in water and sewer rates. Water rates are scheduled 

to increase by 4% in January 2016, and sewer rates by 8% in July this year.  

  

The budget was prepared prior to development of a funding plan for the Crocker Lane Local Improvement District 

(LID.)  Council has since approved a funding plan. Blaine will point out the needed budget changes as they go 

through the budget tonight.  The proposed budget is about 2.5% higher than last year’s budget.  

  

Blaine and Bailey gave a PowerPoint presentation (see agenda file).  PW supports Airport, Transit Systems, 

Wastewater, Water, Stormwater, and Internal Services. 

  

            Regarding costs coming from regulatory issues, Summers asked how much of the work is done because of 

customer request rather than planned work.  Bailey said she is not sure the exact number, but they get calls daily.  

They have a very active service request program.  Each field crew has a customer service representative assigned 

to it.  This is also true for Engineering; they frequently get called out and try to respond in the same day. 

  

Bailey said the Airport budget decreased over $100,000.  A Fixed Base Operator is now responsible for fueling.  

The Airport budget remains whole. 

  

The Committee discussed Transit fares and per-ride costs.  Bailey said the City’s cost per ride is $3.45.  The fare 

is $1.50.  Kellum asked if fares could be raised to narrow the gap.  Bailey said Transit will work on planning with 

the Metropolitan Planning Organization (MPO) next year, but transit programs generally don’t recover the cost 

per ride. 

  

Summers said on page 109, 213-50-42817 shows an increase in the amount of 1,000%.  He asked why.  Bailey 

said the Loop budget relies on Linn County and schools partnerships.  As their revenues shift, we try to reach out 

to others.  For many years, Linn County contributed, but they are no longer able to provide the same level of 

funding, so Benton County has picked up their funding amount. 

  

Kellum said Oregon State University (OSU) and Linn Benton Community College (LBCC) students get free 

passes on the Linn-Benton Loop (Loop).  He asked, how does OSU’s contribution to Loop funding compare to the 

City’s cost?  Bailey said the City does not contribute any General Fund money to the Loop. It is supported by 

grant money and the schools.  OSU contributes about $108,000 in support.   Kellum asked if that roughly equaled 

the cost of the free rides.  Bailey said she doesn’t know how many students ride free.  She will find out. 

  

Folden asked if the fares are the same for all riders.  Bailey said Seniors, the disabled, and youth pay a reduced 

fare, which is half price and is federally mandated. 

  

Summers asked what the need was for developing the Albany Station pathway.  Bailey said the path project 

started from the development of the multimodal station.  It is a way to get users of the station safely across the 

intersection and the train tracks. 

  

Blaine said that as part of the Crocker Lane LID discussion, Council asked staff to evaluate the Crocker 

Lane/Gibson Hill intersection.  As a result, staff proposes to add a $25,000 line item to study the current situation 

and conduct alternatives analysis for intersection treatment. 

  

Blaine said there are several projects represented on pages 123-132, which the Budget Committee reviewed during 

the CIP process.  The big project in the Street Capital budget is the North Albany Road project.  He noted a 

correction to page 124: for the Crocker Lane/Gibson Hill intersection, to add the $25,000 he just described. On 

page 128, the transfer out of TSDC-I to the capital projects fund (250-50-91249) will be reduced to $382,500. 
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Kellum questioned the need for the North Albany section of the Corvallis-Albany bike path, since Benton County 

is re-planning their part of the route.  Blaine said there is still value to the path in North Albany.  It satisfies needs 

already identified in the Transportation Systems Plan (TSP).  Hare added that North Albany is still well behind the 

main community in pedestrian/bike facilities. 

  

The Budget Committee discussed sewer budgets. Blaine said staff expects that about 26 miles of sewer collector 

pipe will need to be repaired or replaced in the next 10 years, or face complete failure.  The needs in the system 

far exceed the resources available to address them.  

  

Johnson asked about the costs of hauling sludge instead of treating it.  Bailey said the cost of hauling continues to 

increase. Johnson asked if any progress has been made on finding a solution.  Bailey said they are working on a 

pilot project composting system. The project is going well. If it continues to succeed, PW would probably hire a 

consultant to determine the cost of implementing the system.  Staff has kept the Joint Water Management 

Committee up-to-date on the issue.  Hare added that the City received a settlement that so far has offset the cost of 

hauling sludge. 

  

Blaine said the Sewer Capital SDC funds appear to have a good reserve, but revenues are not keeping pace with 

debt requirements.  The reserves could be wiped out within a few years.  The last two years, PW has had SDC 

reserves in the debt service funds in order to cover debt payments.  This year, PW had to transfer from the SDC-I 

budget into debt service.  In the near future, they expect to have to start using rate revenues to cover part of the 

debt service previously covered by SDCs, which means less money to fix failing pipes. 

  

Collins said that the alternatives are either increased development in the City which would generate more SDC 

fees, or the City will have to adjust SDC-r rates to reflect that rates are pre-funding growth’s share.  Blaine 

agreed.  Blaine said PW will do an SDC methodology update this year.  He noted that development is increasing 

and the Proposed Budget is conservative.  He expects rate revenues to be higher than projected. 

  

Blaine said that the Sewer Economic Development fund includes the elevation certificate program Council 

adopted to assist residents with responding to FEMA’s new flood plain maps.  There are about 30-50 people who 

have used the program so far.  Discussion followed. 

  

For the Wetlands Treatment Project, Blaine said the City is installing a valve on the outlet pipe on the wetlands to 

close it during high flow events.  The valve will be operated by a valve with an actuator.  

  

Blaine said the Water Revenues fund is up to $26 million with an assumed 4% increase in January 2016. 

 

Bailey briefly reviewed the Water Administration, Water Canal Maintenance, Vine Street Water Treatment Plant, 

Water Distribution, and Albany-Millersburg Water Treatment Plant (WTP) sections. 

  

Kellum noted that the line item for uniforms increased. 

  

Coburn asked if the improvements to the canal walls near the Vine Street WTP would reduce canal maintenance 

costs.  Bailey said it was a good engineering fix.  She said they liked the design and might try the wall system 

throughout the downtown. 

  

Coburn asked about Capital Equipment, 615-50-2207-70005.  Bailey said it included flow meters in reservoirs and 

pump stations and a raw water pump station HVAC unit.  Johnson noted that the IT equipment charges seem to 

fluctuate.  Bailey explained it has two components: Information Technology (IT) network costs and the 

Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition (SCADA) equipment.  
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Summers asked if they are bringing in Programmable Logic Controllers to control water flows in a centralized 

location.  Bailey said yes; there are a lot of automated controls and in-house staff.  Summers asked what the 

average life span is.  Bailey said five years. 

  

Keller noted that membership fees in Albany-Millersburg WTP budget increased.  Bailey said it pays for state 

certifications and for treatment operators; they have moved from an annual cycle to a two-year cycle so the 

numbers will ebb and flow. 

  

Folden asked for an update on the loss of treated water.  She recalled that PW was assessing the loss and had a 

project that looked at active meters to make sure people were being billed accurately.  She, asked, how are you 

doing in those two areas?  Bailey said they have an active program to replace steel pipe, which is a main source of 

leaking.  The leaks have reduced to 18%.  She described the program.  

  

Blaine said the Water SDC Improvement Fee Projects have fairly small reserves.  It is used to transfer debt 

payment out.  There are no projects. 

  

Blaine noted that in the Water System Capital Projects, $75,000 will be transferred out to Capital Projects Fund in 

Finance’s budget for Crocker Lane. 

  

The North Albany Water Capital Projects pertain to projects outside the UGB.  There are no projects proposed.  

The fund is building reserves for future projects.  Collins asked, is the revenue coming from customers outside the 

UGB?  Blaine said yes.  Citizens inside the city limits are not paying for projects outside the city. 

  

Bailey explained expenditures from the Water Equipment Replacement fund to pay for membrane systems.  

Following the settlement with Siemens, PW received a purchase agreement to buy membranes at reduced cost.  

This expenditure will purchase the remaining membranes under the agreement for $175,000.  Membranes have a 

7-10 year life.  

  

In Facilities Replacement, the City is building a new crew building.  Currently staff is working out of converted 

sheds; when complete, this building will house 34 people.  It is not fancy, but it will work.  This fund is building 

reserves now.  It will also serve as an emergency operations center.  Coburn asked if there are grants available 

since it is will serve in an emergency.  Bailey said no, because it is primarily a crew building.  

  

Blaine said that PW Administration also provides staff for CD.  The budget increased 5% due to Central Services 

charges.    

  

In PW Engineering, there is an additional FTE for an inspector and a reclassification from a Tech III to Tech IV.  

Summers asked who is backfilling if the Tech III is now doing higher tasks. Blaine said the staff person is already 

doing Tech IV work, so this corrects the compensation and there is no backfill. 

  

Bailey said the Operations Administration budget increased slightly due to employee longevity, Cost of Living 

Allowances (COLAs), and a change in benefits.  

  

In Water Quality Control Services, they are putting money away for replacing a vehicle. 

  

Blaine described the PW Customer Services fund.  Johnson asked about credit card fees.  Blaine said the City is 

charged for credit card fees and also for allowing customers to pay online at home.  Kopczynski asked where the 

postage increase comes from since so many of the transactions are electronic.  Blaine said the postage is for utility 

bills, rental of a PO Box, postage returns, etc.  Discussion followed about utility bills and online bill pay. 

 

Bailey said that among other things, Facilities & Maintenance Engineering pays for instrument control and 

SCADA, provides techs for asset management, internal mechanics, a welder, and education and training. 
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Blaine and Bailey described grants.  The next grant project at the Airport will be for the taxiway connectors.  The 

Title XIX grant reimburses the City for non medical rides for Medicaid patients.  The ODOT Flex Funds program 

pays for the Gibson Hill sidewalk project.  It will be done by the same contractor that is doing North Albany 

Road.  The TWG grant pays for removal of noxious and invasive weeds. 

  

Summers asked how many miles of sewer lines still need repair.  Blaine said of the approximately 220 miles, 26 

miles of sewer lines require significant repair or replacement.  

  

Community Development  

  

There was a handout titled “2015-2016 Budget Summary Information – Community Development” on the dais 

(see agenda file). 

  

Blaine will be presenting the CD budget.  He said that Planning Manager Bob Richardson and Building Official 

Gary Stutzman were available if the Budget Committee Members have questions. 

  

Blaine said there have been several changes in CD from the previous year.  PW and CD had a single director; then 

Richardson was hired as the Planning Manager.  They still have a vacant planning position.  Blaine said they have 

a strong staff that meets demands without sacrificing services.  Building activity has significantly increased; this 

year will be one of assessment to see what is required to respond to the level of development.  

  

PW will be taking over the Erosion Prevention Sediment Control inspections, which will free up staff time for 

Building.  They will also be using contractual services in order to defer the need for more staff.  There are no 

major organizational changes, though there is a shift in where Senior Code Compliance Inspector is budgeted in 

order to make the process cleaner.  

  

Blaine said the CD budget is $4.2 million.  Planning has 6.42 FTEs and Building has 6.18 FTEs.   

  

Blaine gave a PowerPoint presentation (see agenda file). 

  

Kellum asked if the ProjectDox program was fully integrated.  Blaine said yes, Planning was the last workgroup to 

implement and is just now getting ready to use it.  Kellum said he has heard about its ease of operation.   

  

Konopa asked if there is any way to reimburse the General Fund for the loan to Building a few years ago.  Hare 

said it was not structured as a loan, though perhaps should have been. 

  

Collins noted that other cities were offering less than 120 days for turn around on plan reviews.  He asked if the 

City has discussed that.  Richardson said that 120 day deadline is the maximum time the City has, which includes 

all appeals, hearings, and the potential for City Council appeal.  Generally speaking, decisions don’t take 120 days 

to reach.  Most applications have a decision rendered within 30 days from an application being deemed complete.  

This includes administrative decisions.  The Planning Commission could take longer, up to 45 days from a 

complete application.  So unless it is appealed, it is made in less than 120 days anyway.  Collins ask if 

consideration had been given to increasing the frequency of Planning Commission meetings in order to shorten the 

review period.  Richardson said they meet twice a month.  They could consider meeting more often with Council 

approval or they could schedule additional meetings on an as-needed basis.  

  

Blaine said, in Building Inspection, the increase in the software line item is to purchase Accela Mobile Office and 

Citizen Access, which are add-ons to the current permitting program.  He described the services and what they 

would achieve for staff.  Summers asked what the estimated productivity increase would be with the software.  

Blaine said it would impact how long they could defer hiring additional staff.  Stutzman said tracking the mileage 

alone takes a half hour, so with just that benefit it would pay off fairly quickly.  Blaine noted that InfoHub is not 
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communicating with the permitting program; so it will need a significant upgrade or replacement if Citizen Access 

isn’t pursued.  

  

Under ADA Code Enforcement, Blaine discussed transition plan efforts.  

  

Folden had a question about the Building Inspection Program.  She said the numbers seem flat.  The revenue 

increased 36%, but the volumes that were anticipated, as shown in the Program Narrative, don’t seem to have 

increased.  She said it seems like conservative budgeting.  Hare explained that by policy, the City understates 

revenues and overstates expenditures.  At the end of April, their current balance is over $1 million and the ratio of 

revenues to expenditures is $1.2 million versus $997,000, so they are doing better than what was budgeted. 

  

Regarding credit card fees, Folden noted that they are ahead of where they budgeted.  The large proposed increase 

is pointing more to an insufficient budgeted amount in last year’s budget more than an actual increase in the 

proposed budget.  There are construction excise taxes for school districts; a few years ago, the City was 

withholding too much so it made the numbers look artificially low.  Now they hold 2.5% of all receipts.  They 

made a payment this year for the back log. 

  

Folden asked what the driver is behind Central Services.  Finance Director Stewart Taylor said they are based on 

60% operations and 40% of FTEs.  For Building, it is likely that operations increased from the prior year.  

  

Blaine described how the Community Development Block Grant program and the State Historic Preservation 

Office (SHPO) grants work with reimbursement for staff time.  Coburn asked what happens if the City doesn’t 

spend all the revenue.  Richardson said they try to spend it all; they recently approved three grants, so in another 

month or so more will have been spent.  If the City doesn’t spend it all, a portion goes back to the State; we cannot 

hold it.  Kellum said he doesn’t like it when there is a mandate that we have to spend money or lose it.  Blaine 

explained that there could be an opportunity to leverage SHPO funds.  

   

Library 

 

Library Director Ed Gallagher gave a PowerPoint presentation (see agenda file). 

 

Gallagher said the Library has infrastructure that can’t be seen.  The Library goes deeper, into the hearts and 

minds of people.  They started new programs for infants and toddlers, so they now serve a range of people from 

infants to 92 years old.   He said that if a person checks out one book every week, over their lifetime they would 

have saved more than $120,000 in books.  

 

Gallagher said his staff interacts with the community every day.  He described the services they provide.  He has 

been in this profession for 30 years.  He has been asked the question, “What is the future of the library?”  He said, 

we have two, and they are doing well.  The Carnegie celebrated 100 years last year.  They have an active “Friends 

of the Library” group and volunteers.  

 

Gallagher said one change on the horizon is that one third of the staff is new, as folks are starting to retire.  He 

hears positive compliments about staff.  

 

Gallagher said they continue to rely on outside funding.  He described the “Uncorked” fundraising event. 

 

Gallagher said overall the Library has a less than 2% budget increase.  Summers asked if the Library is involved in 

Dolly Parton Books for Infants and Toddlers.  Gallagher said yes, they will be involved in it.  He explained that 

the program gives one book each month to children from birth to 5 years old.  He is working with several groups 

in the community. 

 

Gallagher described other programs the Library is involved in. 
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Johnson asked, if you have new staff coming in at lower wages, why isn’t there more savings in the budget.  

Gallagher said some of the turnover change was for part-time employees who became FTEs; so some were already 

employees and then went to full time. 

 

Christman asked, of the 7,000 visits to the Library, how many are Albany residents versus people from other 

cities?  Gallagher said he can’t say that, but he can identify how many non-resident Library cards they have.  He 

said perhaps 2,000 cardholders are non-residents versus 25,000 cardholders who are residents.  There are a lot 

coming in from Lebanon for the Passport Program.   

 

Konopa said that when they looked at the new Library and got the Oregon Community Foundation (OCF) grant, 

the City was asked how they could afford more staffing since that grant was flat.  Gallagher said they never cut 

into the principal of the OCF; they just deferred spending until the new Library was built and they were able to 

combine those deferred disbursements to purchase the RFID equipment.  Konopa wants the amount to be 

increased.  Gallagher said the $40,000 listed in the Strategic Plan is for fundraising, and is not going toward the 

OCF principal.    

 

BUDGET COMMITTEE DISCUSSION 

 

There was no further discussion. 

 

OTHER BUSINESS 

 

There was no other business. 

 

NEXT MEETING DATE (Tuesday, May 14, 2015) 

 

Folden said, this meeting is continued to May 14, 2015, at 6:30 p.m. 

 

ADJOURNMENT 

 

There being no other business, the meeting was adjourned at 9:46 p.m. 

 

Respectfully submitted by, Reviewed by, 

 

 

Mary Dibble Stewart Taylor 

City Clerk Finance Director 
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